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While man has always been innovative, man-made organi-
sations have found innovation to be convoluted and chal-
lenging. Today, we are part of a challenging ecosystem
where our ability to manage innovation alone can only
stand us in good stead. The title on hand is a substantive
contribution in this context, giving us a wide-angled view of
the subject, and a discourse on the selection of method-
ologies for innovation management.
The first part of this two-part volume addresses “stra-
tegies and concepts for innovation” by building the case on
why, what, for whom, and how to innovate, in the four
initial chapters. The second part sets out ten prescriptive
“tools for profit and growth” in the next ten chapters to
manage innovation by deploying and adapting innovative
ideas which are economically sound. The other questions of
when and where to innovate are implicit in the treatment
of organisational learning (which stabilises innovation) and
the market (which diffuses innovation). In sum, the first
part of the book sets the backdrop and the second part puts
the process-map in place.
The success, or otherwise, of any business initiative is
determined by the result, by the economics of the output.
Thus the tools prescribed use economic concepts of costs,
ascertaining demand, managing risks, and “balancing
competition and cooperation”. The book underscores the
importance of the economic outlook in the making of
innovation, to underpin the technological. “Ignore the laws
of economics, and you’ll never understand the economy”
(p. 226). The relevance of this perspective proves all the
more pertinent when we relate to innovation as techno-
economic, psycho-sociological rendering of organisations.
Rather than expounding any exclusive notion, Innovation
Management comes as an integrator of current knowledge
and assimilator of the state-of-the-art in the field. It holds
that in the term “innovation management”, the termPeer-review under responsibility of Indian Institute of Management
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“innovation (p. 9). Going further into what makes for sound
innovation and great innovators, the authors see ideation
and innovation as the two ends of the same continuum,
with ideation requiring “organised chaos” at the individual
level and innovation requiring “organised framework” for
the collective. Whereas imagining innovation calls for the
inquisitiveness of a child, the implementation envisages
application of the adult mindset, and the wisdom of the
elderly. A great innovator should therefore be young, adult,
and elderly in the same incarnation, wearing three
different hats in turn. Great innovators anticipate needs
long before they are articulated (p. 45), and are tasked
with articulating a Unique Value Proposition (UVP), and the
UVP must be built on deliverability and sound economics of
market segmentation (p. 405).
A reflection on the first seven cost-focussed tools brings
to the fore several aspects of interest beginning with the
realisation that it is essential to invest the same level of
creativity in the innovative products’ business model as is
invested in the product itself. The other aspects are as
follows. Ascertaining the hidden costs of lost opportunities
and accounting for hidden benefits of intangible assets can
help us analyse the bottom line anew and thus help in
disciplined cost-cutting, and growth. The use of economic
tools would aid in the optimising and finally in the elimi-
nation of trade-offs in business decision-making. One ought
to manage costs for optimising productivity by pressurising
both input and outputs in opposite directions, as cost
reduction and productivity growth are two sides of the
same coin. Smarter ways of using resources would make
them more productive, and this comes through efficient
innovation (p. 291). Creating and measuring economies of
scale and scope as a tool builds capabilities, in turn, for
mass customisation according to market segments, and
could turn the tide on commoditisation. The learning curve
as a management tool is considered an integral part of
organisational learning. The book considers the learning
phenomenon explicitly as the exponential time reduction or
cost reduction that occurs as the production volume in-
creases (known as volume-experience or quantity-
learning). The other half of the benefit of learning, i.e.,
the output quality also becoming better in a similar way,
known as excellence-experience or quality-learning, re-
mains implicit here, though it is equally in the reckoning
while counting the full economic benefit of organisational
innovation initiatives. The key idea of the chapter on this
tool reads as: “Building an organization that can learn fast
Book Review 197and well (p. 380)”. Both are consequently held essential for
the organisation.
Of the other three tools, one is about allocating inno-
vation to demand, which builds from UVP onward through
market segmentation to creating platforms and following
the money. The second is about the subjective and objec-
tive management of risks by discounting the risk finger-
prints of odds and quantifying the opportunity cost of
capital on the options. The final tool is about the concept of
competitive collaboration, of collaboration with associates,
with competitors, and of constructing winewin strategy
games.
The book is a welcome addition to innovation literature,
in its previous editions and in the current one. Its wide
gamut of dimensions extends from aspects such as “jugaad”
(p. 296) to TRIZ (p. 76), and from conjoint analysis (p. 238)
to game theory (p. 479) applications, among many others.
Innovation management is multi-dimensional and multi-
disciplinary. While innovation has been studied in the past
elsewhere from many different angles such as, technology,
new product development, business process reengineering,
and strategy, this book looks at innovation from yet another
angledthe economic angle. Whichever way we arrive at an
innovation, no proposition stands the test of time unless it
proves economically viable. In this book, the authors bring
together an expert choice of economic tools and notions,which if applied in a concerted manner would bring about
innovation economically.
The inclusion of learning objectives, the boxes on action
learning, the caselets, and the longer case studies in the
book serve as powerful learning aids. Nevertheless, a
summary and testing questions at the end of the chapters
could add more value to it as text material. Prin-
tingeediting discrepancies (as in Table 6.1) need be taken
care of. Repetitions (Platform Leadership in Sections 10.10
and 14.8) could be rephrased and economised, even when
occurring in different contexts. The index could be made
more comprehensive and complete and as the book has
assimilated the works of several authors, a separate author
index and subject index may be worthwhile. However,
these do not pose a barrier to the profitable use of the text.
The writing is easy to understand, and thought provoking
for people in the field. For readers in business schools, the
difficulty level is moderate but appropriate for a graduate
level course.
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